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Fyber Helps Drive 120% 
Higher Revenue Per User for 
Leading Utility App Developer

  Gismart, a mobile app developer based in London, focuses on music entertainment 
apps for iOS and Android that have generated over 250 million downloads to date. The 
apps allow music lovers to play their favorite songs without having any musical skills.

DMITRY MISKEVICH 
AD MONETIZATION MANAGER, GISMART

When choosing a partner, the 

stability of the platform is of  

utmost importance to us, but so too 

is technical support for integration. 

Fyber was head and shoulders 

above the competition in this 

respect and also offered prompt 

advice on monetization strategies.

Rewarded Video improves user 
engagement and lifetime value

Background
Over time, Gismart had built immensely popular music apps with 
over 15 million monthly active users (MAU). With increasing number 
of users, Gismart was looking to revamp their monetization strategy 
to improve the ad revenues.
 
Previously, Gismart had worked directly with ad networks and 
primarily monetized their apps with banner ads, a low eCPM ad 
format. By engaging Fyber, Gismart’s goal was to identify the 
right strategy as well as ad formats, and by doing so increase their 
key performance metrics: average revenue per daily active user 
(ARPDAU) and user lifetime value (LTV).
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Our users respond positively to the opt-in Rewarded Video format, which gives them access to premium content. 

This keeps them engaged in our apps, which drives higher ARPDAU and LTV. Additionally, many users who had  

a taste of a premium feature will opt to make an in-app purchase for additional content at a later stage.

DMITRY MISKEVICH, AD MONETIZATION MANAGER, GISMART

120% increase in average revenue 
per daily active user with rewarded 

video contributing half of it

27% increase in engagement rate 
with at least one rewarded video 
being watched per user every day

2 videos watched by each 
engaged user every day

Rewarded Video provides 
extended capabilities for 
loyal users

Some content is only available 
after watching a short video

Native integration and high visibility 
leads to high engagement rates

Solution

Results

Gismart chose to integrate both rewarded video and interstitial ad units to increase engagement, opt-in, and eCPM. 
It is one of the many companies outside of gaming that is adopting rewarded video, a highly favoured ad format by 
users. By watching a short HD-quality video trailer, users get access to premium content, such as additional songs and 
instruments in Top Guitar, Piano, and WeDrum, and sound packs in Beat Maker Go.

As soon as Gismart connected to Fyber’s mediation platform, the doors opened to all sources of high quality demand 
from leading ad networks including Fyber’s own exchange to compete for its inventory.

With Fyber’s unified dashboard, Gismart is able to centrally manage its mediated networks and view reporting data in 
order to make well-informed, data-driven monetization decisions. With the new ad formats, Gismart sees higher user 
engagement rates and increase in users who make in-app purchases.


